Fujifilm Instax
Mini Link
Aloha
Smartphone
Printer - Dusty
Pink
Fujifilm’s Instax Mini Link Smartphone Printer comes
with a sleek and light body design, revamped app, fun
social features, and Bluetooth capability. Its userfriendly free downloadable app gives you around 30 fun
and colorful frames to customize your photos or create
collage and split prints. The app also lets you lets you
print photos from videos. With all these fun-filled fe
atures, the Instax Mini Link Smartphone Printer is sure
to grab your attention. Key Features Transferring
pictures from a smartphone to the printer with a
dedicated app via Bluetooth connection to produce
instax prints The app allows easy photo adjustments,
such as making it larger / smaller, rotating it, applying a
filter or adjusting brightness, before printing it out. The
printer has fast speed of about 12 seconds per print,
supports continuous printing and is capable of printing
about 100 pictures per charge. “Video Print” function for
printing the best frame from video You can scroll
through video frames left to right to choose the best
moment for your subject, and print it out. “Match Test”
compatibility testing function, which shows the result
when the picture appears on the film This function
examines your compatibility with a friend or someone
special. The level of compatibility is shown in
percentage. It provides a moment of anticipation while
you wait for the test result to appear along with the
picture on the film. “Party Print” function to create single

picture with photos sent from multiple people This
function connects up to five smartphones to the app,
receives a picture from each of the devices and
combines them into one instax print. Using the printer's
main unit as a remote control When taking pictures from
the printer's dedicated app on your smartphone, you
can use the Link's main unit to remotely control the
camera operation. *image are for illustration purposes
only
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